
                                  Flowercroft Wood, Spring Wood Loop              
 

DIFFICULTY RATING: MODERATE Fields, woodland tracks & hilly in places. 

Why not collect smooth pebbles on your way around the route & then do some of the activities on the next page? 

ROUTE MAP 

1.Start in Wood Lane & head down the hill; across the Peppard Road; up Widmore Lane & 

then past the duck pond on your right. 

2. At the top of the hill, turn right; walk along Blounts Court Road for about 400m & then 

go down the lane on your left (Kidby’s sheds & red arrow on map.) 

3. Continue to follow the track to the bottom of the hill. 

4. At the bottom of the hill turn left & continue to follow the track along the edge of the 

field until it bends uphill right.  

5. Continue to follow the track as it bends right into the next field & changes into a single-

track footpath. 

6. Follow the footpath along the right-hand side of the field until you reach the end. Go 

through the gate on your right. (You are now at the yellow arrow.) 

7. Cross the lane & then follow the footpath in front of you. (Between two fields.) 

8. Go through the kissing gate & take the middle path. Continue to follow straight. You will 

have the golf course on both sides of you. 

9. Go through the next kissing gate which leads into the woodland & take the footpath 

straight in front of you which leads uphill. 

10. Follow the footpath until it reaches the track at the top. Turn right past White Cottage 

& continue to follow the track for about ½ mile. 

11. When you see the gate on your right with the ‘No Horses’ sign, go through the gate & 

head forwards. (Blue arrow on map.)  

12. Follow the footpath down the hill (it will bend left) & this will take you into the bottom 

of Flowercroft Wood. When you reach the main path-turn left.   

13. Continue to follow the path through Flowercroft Wood until you reach the fence at the 

end. Turn right & follow the footpath uphill along the edge of the farmer’s field.  

14. When you reach the next field, continue to follow the path diagonally right across the 

field until you reach the kissing gate. (Green arrow.)  

 
 

https://footpathapp.com/routes/wood-lane-blackmore-lane-

loop/7F2BEA2D-B7EF-46EE-82CA-250F8889F3F9?s=134464 

https://footpathapp.com/routes/wood-lane-blackmore-lane-loop/7F2BEA2D-B7EF-46EE-82CA-250F8889F3F9?s=134464
https://footpathapp.com/routes/wood-lane-blackmore-lane-loop/7F2BEA2D-B7EF-46EE-82CA-250F8889F3F9?s=134464
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15. Cross the road & follow the footpath across the field in front of you. Go through the two kissing gates & then turn right onto Blackmore Lane. 

16. At the end of Blackmore Lane, turn right, take the second left & you are back in the village. 

                     

What can you do with the pebbles you collected? 

 

 

         

Make a ‘pebble family’ & create a                Pebble painting                                  Pebble art 

shelter for them.                             

      

 


